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(54) VEHICLE SEAT HEADREST AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING SAME

(57) Provided is a headrest that facilitates the assem-
bly of a structural member for absorbing impact, and a
method for producing the same. The method for manu-
facturing the headrest having surface material 12, head-
rest stay 13, seal 17 sealing an opening at the bottom of
headrest 11, plate-like impact-absorbing member 18,
one end of which is connected to seal 17, and foamed
body 19 in headrest 11 includes a step of inserting head-
rest stay 13 in insertion holes 23a and 23b of seal 17 and
assembling it, a step of inserting headrest stay 13 and
impact-absorbing member 18 through the opening, a
step of inserting a circumferential portion of the opening
of surface material 12 into seal 17, a step of injecting a
foaming material through injection hole 25 of seal 17 and
foaming it, and a step of forming a foamed body by curing
the injected foaming material. The opening is sealed
when the foaming material impregnates and cures at the
circumferential portion of the opening.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a headrest for
vehicle seats and a method of manufacturing the head-
rest whereby an impact-absorbing member absorbs the
impact to the head and neck of the occupant at the time
of a rear collision.

Background Art

[0002] The headrest is fitted to the upper part of the
seat back of the vehicle seat and is formed with a surface
material, a headrest stay and a foamed body. The surface
material forms the outer contour, the headrest stay is the
skeleton member, and the foamed body is filled and
foamed in the headrest. Recently, headrests including
impact-absorbing members have been developed. (See,
for example, patent document 1 below.) The impact-ab-
sorbing member reduces the impact to the head and neck
of the occupant at the time of a rear collision, and it sup-
ports the head more stably.
[0003] The surface material of the headrest has an
opening. In the production of the headrest, the absorbing
member is mounted on the headrest stay, and then it is
inserted into the surface material through the opening.
The opening is made large to facilitate insertion. Because
of the large opening, there may be leakage of the foaming
material from the opening at the time of foaming, and the
appearance of the headrest may be impaired.
[0004] It is possible to sew the opening to prevent leak-
age of the foaming material. But local tensile force acts
on the surface material around the opening at the time
of foaming, and in the process of forming the foamed
body by the reaction of the foaming material injected into
the surface material, the surface material is not uniformly
expanded, and wrinkles form on the part where the local
tensile force acts. As a result, the appearance of the
headrest is impaired.
[0005] In view of those problems, in the headrest dis-
closed in patent document 1, the size of the opening of
the surface material is set to a minimum size, the impact-
absorbing member and the headrest stay are each sep-
arately inserted into the headrest, and the impact-absorb-
ing member and the headrest stay are assembled in the
headrest. An inclined guide surface and an engagement
part for the headrest stay are fitted to the impact-absorb-
ing member in order to facilitate assembly.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0006] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Applica-
tion Laid-open Publication No.2007-151975

Summary of Invention

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0007] However, even though the inclined guide sur-
face and the engagement part for the headrest stay are
fitted to the impact-absorbing member, skill and labor are
required for assembling them accurately in the surface
material. Furthermore, a complex structure is necessary,
such as in fitting the inclined guide surface to a structural
member for absorbing impact, and consequently the cost
is increased.
[0008] The purpose of the present invention is to pro-
vide a headrest that facilitates the assembly of a struc-
tural member for absorbing impact, and a method for
producing the same.

Solution to Problem

[0009] For achieving the above-described purpose,
this invention provides a method of manufacturing a
headrest for vehicle seats that has a surface material
forming the outer contour, a headrest stay inserted in the
headrest, a seal sealing the opening formed at the bottom
of the surface material of the headrest, a plate-like im-
pact-absorbing member one end of which is connected
to the seal and fitted in the headrest, and a foamed body
formed in the headrest, and the method consists of the
following steps: inserting a pair of legs of the headrest
stay through an insertion hole provided at the seal and
assembling them at a predetermined position; inserting
the assembled headrest stay and the impact-absorbing
member into the surface material through the opening of
the surface material; inserting the circumferential portion
of the opening into the seal; injecting a foaming material
to form the foamed body into the surface material through
an injection hole provided at the seal and foaming it; and
forming the foamed body by curing the foaming material
injected into the surface material; and the circumferential
portion of the opening of the surface material that was
inserted into the seal is mounted at the seal and the open-
ing is sealed when the foaming material impregnates and
cures at the circumferential portion of the opening of the
surface material.
[0010] Thus, because the impact-absorbing member
is connected to the seal and also the legs of the headrest
stay are inserted through the insertion hole of the seal,
those parts can be inserted into the surface material
through the opening of the surface material in the assem-
bled state. Furthermore, because the circumferential por-
tion is inserted into the seal, leakage of the injected foam-
ing material from the opening is prevented. The circum-
ferential portion of the opening of the surface material is
mounted at the seal by the foaming material’s curing after
foaming, and the opening is sealed. Therefore, the head-
rest can be manufactured without impairing the appear-
ance of the surface material.
[0011] The impact-absorbing member comprises a
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facing surface and a back surface. The facing surface
faces the head of the occupant sitting in the vehicle seat.
The back surface is the opposite side of the facing sur-
face. One end of the back surface is connected to the
seal. By this structure, the facing surface reduces the
impact to the head and neck of the occupant, and the
impact force is input to the headrest stay from the seal
at the bottom of the headrest, so the impact force is ap-
plied to a lower part of the headrest stay. Therefore, the
momentum is reduced and the amount of deformation of
the headrest stay is reduced. This reduction of the
amount of deformation of the headrest stay can minimize
deformation of the occupant’s cervical vertebrae, which
can cause whiplash.
[0012] Also, the other end of the back surface, which
is opposite one end of the impact-absorbing member,
comes into contact with the headrest stay. By this struc-
ture, the impact force applied to the impact-absorbing
member is dispersed to the headrest stay. Consequently,
the amount of deformation of the headrest stay can be
further reduced.
[0013] In addition, the facing surface is formed in a
curved shape adapted to the shape of the head and neck
of the occupant, so the impact applied to the head and
neck of the occupant can be reduced.
[0014] A claw part is provided at the other end of the
back surface opposite one end of the impact-absorbing
member, and the claw part is engaged with the headrest
stay. By inserting the legs of the headrest stay through
the insertion hole provided at the seal, the headrest stay
is engaged with the claw part. Thus, the impact-absorb-
ing member, the seal, and the headrest stay are easily
assembled at a predetermined position and can be easily
inserted into the surface material through the opening.
[0015] Also, the impact-absorbing member has a part
that comes into contact with the pair of legs. By this part,
the impact force applied to the impact-absorbing member
can be dispersed to each part of the headrest stay, and
the amount of deformation of the headrest stay can be
further reduced.
[0016] In addition, the seal comprises a pair of plate
members, an insertion part and an injection part. The
plate members are joined together with a prescribed gap
around them. The insertion part has an insertion hole
provided in the plate members. The injection part has an
injection hole. A window part communicating with the gap
is formed at one of the pair of plate members, and the
circumferential portion of the opening of the surface ma-
terial is inserted into the seal by being inserted into the
gap. Thus, leakage of the injected foaming material from
the opening is prevented. Because the tensile force does
not work on the opening of the surface material at the
time of the foaming of the foaming material, wrinkling is
prevented even if the surface material is expanded by
the foaming.
[0017] Furthermore, this invention provides a headrest
for vehicle seats that comprises a surface material form-
ing an outer contour; a headrest stay inserted into the

headrest; a seal sealing the opening formed at a bottom
of the surface material of the headrest; a plate-like im-
pact-absorbing member one end of which is connected
to the seal and which is provided in the headrest; and a
foamed body formed in the headrest; whereby a circum-
ferential portion of the opening of the surface material
inserted into the seal is mounted at the seal and the open-
ing is sealed when the foaming material forming the
foamed body impregnates and cures at the circumferen-
tial portion of the opening of the surface material.
[0018] The impact-absorbing member comprises a
facing surface and a back surface. The facing surface
faces the head of the occupant sitting in the vehicle seat.
The back surface is opposite the facing surface. One end
of the back surface is connected to the seal.
[0019] Also, the other end of the back surface, which
is opposite one end of the impact-absorbing member,
comes into contact with the headrest stay.
[0020] In addition, the facing surface is formed in a
curved shape adapted to the shape of the head and neck
of the occupant.
[0021] Furthermore, a claw part is provided at the other
end of the back surface positioned opposite one end of
the impact-absorbing member, and the claw part is en-
gaged with the headrest stay. By inserting the legs of the
headrest stay into the insertion hole provided at the seal,
the headrest stay is engaged with the claw part.
[0022] The impact-absorbing member has a part that
comes into contact with the legs of the headrest stay.
[0023] The seal comprises a pair of plate members, an
insertion part and an injection part. The plate members
are joined together with a prescribed gap around them.
The insertion part has an insertion hole provided in the
plate members. The injection part has an injection hole.
A window part communicating with the gap is formed at
one of the pair of plate members, and the circumferential
portion of the opening of the surface material is inserted
into the gap provided between the pair of plate members.

Advantage of the Invention

[0024] According to this invention, because the impact-
absorbing member is connected to the seal and also the
headrest stay is inserted into the seal, those parts can
be inserted into the surface material from the opening in
the assembled state. Therefore, the headrest is manu-
factured easily, leakage of the foaming material from the
opening is prevented, and the appearance of the surface
material is not impaired after the headrest is manufac-
tured.
[0025] By the impact-absorbing member, the impact
to the head and neck of the occupant is reduced. The
impact force is input to the headrest stay from the seal
at the bottom of the headrest, and the impact force is
applied to the lower part of the headrest stay. Therefore,
the momentum is reduced and the amount of deformation
of the headrest stay is reduced. This reduction of the
amount of deformation of the headrest stay can minimize
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deformation of the occupant’s cervical vertebrae, which
can cause whiplash.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0026]

FIG.1(a) is a front perspective view of the first em-
bodiment of the headrest according to the present
invention, and FIG. 1 (b) is a longitudinal section view
of the first embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a rear perspective view of a seal with a
headrest stay inserted and an impact-absorbing
member of the first embodiment of the headrest ac-
cording to the present invention.
FIG. 3 (a) is a plan view of the seal and impact-ab-
sorbing member of the first embodiment of the head-
rest according to the present invention, FIG.3(b) is
a bottom plan view of the first embodiment, and
FIG.3(c) is an A-A section view of FIG.3(a).
FIG.4(a) is a perspective view of the seal of the first
embodiment of the headrest according to the present
invention, and FIG.4(b) is a front view of the seal.
FIG.5(a) is a bottom plan view of the first embodiment
of the headrest according to the present invention,
and FIG.5(b) is a bottom plan view which shows an
opening formed at the bottom of the surface material
of the headrest used in the first embodiment of the
headrest according to the present invention.
FIG. 6 shows the second embodiment of the head-
rest according to the present invention, FIG.6(a) is
a longitudinal section view of the center part of the
headrest, FIG.6(b) is a side view of the headrest,
and FIG.6(c) is a rear perspective view of a seal with
a headrest stay inserted and the impact-absorbing
member.
FIG.7(a) is a plan view of the seal into which the
headrest stay used in the second embodiment of the
headrest according to the present invention is insert-
ed and the impact-absorbing member, and FIG. 7
(b) is a bottom plan view.

Best Modes for Carrying Out the Invention

[0027] The following describes a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention with reference to the ac-
companying drawings.

(The first embodiment)

[0028] A front perspective view of the first embodiment
of the headrest is shown in FIG. 1(a), and a longitudinal
section view is shown in FIG. 1(b).
[0029] As shown in FIG.1(a) and FIG.1(b), headrest
11 comprises: surface material 12 forming the outer con-
tour of headrest 11; an inverse-U-shaped headrest stay
13 having a pair of leg parts 13a; a seal 17 sealing the
opening 15 (see FIG.5(b)) positioned at the bottom of

headrest 11 and formed at surface material 12; a plate-
like impact-absorbing member 18 the tip of one end of
which is connected to seal 17; and a foamed body 19
formed in headrest 11.
[0030] Surface material 12 is formed by superposing
a sponge-like backing material on a synthetic resin or a
pile fabric, and is seamed in a desirable three-dimension-
al form. To hide the seam inside the surface material, the
seaming is done with the surface material turned inside
out. Then, the inside of surface material 12 is hidden by
passing the surface material through opening 15 so that
the outside of the surface material appears. Opening 15
is also used for inserting headrest stay 13 and impact-
absorbing member 18 into surface material 12.
[0031] Headrest stay 13 is made of rigid metal pipe
bent into an inverse-U shape when seen in front view.
Headrest 13 comprises a pair of leg parts 13a and con-
necting part 13b. Also, leg parts 13b are bent (FIG.1(b))
at a predetermined position toward the head of the oc-
cupant (not shown).
[0032] Seal 17 comprises inner plate 21a and outer
plate 21b, which are combined with a prescribed gap 20
between them. A circumferential portion of opening 15
of surface material 12 is inserted into gap 20. At seal 17,
insertion holes 23a and 23b and injection hole 25 are
formed and penetrate through inner plate 21a and outer
plate 21b. Leg parts 13b are inserted into insertion holes
23a and 23b. Insertion hole 25 is provided for injecting
the foaming material into surface material 12.
[0033] Impact-absorbing member 18 is comprised of
a square plate-live member and has facing surface 18a
toward the occupant’s head (not shown). Impact-absorb-
ing member 18 also comprises back surface 18b which
is the opposite surface of facing surface 18a and is in
contact with headrest stay 13. Furthermore, it comprises
a plurality of coupling ribs 27 connected to seal 17.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 2, coupling ribs 27 combine
one end of back surface 18b of impact-absorbing mem-
ber 18, namely, the lower side of the back surface, with
inner plate 21a of seal 17. Thus, impact-absorbing mem-
ber 18 is connected to seal 17. Coupling ribs 27 are com-
prised of arc-shape plate-like members. Also, coupling
ribs 27 comprise three inside coupling members 27a and
two relatively large side coupling members 27b. Coupling
members 27a are connected to the vicinity of the center
of back surface 18b of impact-absorbing member 18 and
to inner plate 21a. Coupling members 27b are connected
to the right and left sides of back surface 18b of impact-
absorbing member 18 and to inner plate 21a. Coupling
ribs 27 are integrally formed with impact-absorbing mem-
ber 18 and seal 17.
[0035] As mentioned above regarding impact-absorb-
ing member 18, the lower side of back surface 18b is
connected to seal 17 by coupling ribs 27, and the upper
side of back surface 18b is in contact with connecting
part 13b of headrest stay 13.
[0036] The following describes seal 17 with reference
to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4. Though the seal is integrally formed
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with impact-absorbing member 18, FIG. 4 illustrates only
seal 17, for convenience of explanation.
[0037] Outer plate 21b of seal 17 is comprised of a
long, thin plate-like member, and both ends of this mem-
ber have a semicircular arc shape. Also, outer plate 21b
comprises injection hole 25, positioned at the center, for
injecting the foaming material, and insertion holes 23a
and 23b, positioned at both ends of the plate, for inserting
leg parts 13a of headrest stay 13(see FIG. 1). Because
outer plate 21b is exposed as part of the bottom of head-
rest 11, it may be treated to enhance the aesthetic ap-
pearance, such as by being colored a prescribed color.
[0038] Inner plate 21a is connected to outer plate 21b
with a prescribed gap 20 around the plates. Inner plate
21a is provided inside surface material 12, and plate 21a
has the same outer dimensions as plate 21b. Also, inner
plate 21a is comprised of a long, thin plate-like member,
and both ends of this member have a semicircular arc
shape. Furthermore, inner plate 21a comprises injection
hole 25, positioned at the center, for injecting the foaming
material, and insertion holes 23a and 23b, positioned at
both ends of the plate, for inserting leg parts 13a of head-
rest stay 13. The length T of prescribed gap 20 between
outer plate 21b and inner plate 21a is such that a circum-
ferential portion of opening 15 of surface material 12 can
be inserted. Therefore, that length is set to be nearly the
same as the thickness of surface material 12 or to be
slightly less, so that surface material 12 of the circumfer-
ential portion of opening 15 can be pushed into the gap.
[0039] Outer plate 21b and inner plate 21a are coupled
with each other such that insertion parts 31a and 31b
comprising insertion holes 23a and 23b, injection part 33
comprising injection hole 25, and partition plate 35 are
held between both plates. Insertion parts 31a and 31b
and injection part 33 are comprised of cylinder-shaped
members.
[0040] Partition plate 35 is comprised of a plate-like
member. Partition plate 35 is provided between insertion
part 31a and injection part 33, and between insertion part
31b and injection part 33. Also, partition plate 35 is pro-
vided nearly at the center along the longitudinal axis of
seal 17 when seen in plane view (see FIG.3(a)). Partition
plate 35 enables the whole of circumferential portion of
opening 15 of surface material 12 to be uniformly inserted
into gap 20 (see FIG.3(c)). Partition plate 35 has the
height for connecting outer plate 21b and inner plate 21a
except at the window parts 37 (described below), where
the height is set to be lower than gap 20 (see FIG.4(b)).
[0041] Inner plate 21a comprises four square window
parts 37 along the longitudinal axis of seal 17 when seen
in plane view (see FIG.3(a)). Gap 20 is viewed through
the window parts 37. As described below, injected foam-
ing material flows into gap 20 through the window parts
37. Then, as the foaming material impregnates and cures
at a circumferential portion of opening 15 of surface ma-
terial 12, which is inserted in gap 20, the circumferential
portion is fixed to inner plate 21a and outer plate 21b,
and opening 15 is sealed by seal 17.

[0042] The bottom of headrest 11, whose opening 15
is sealed by seal 17, is shown in FIG.5(a), and opening
15, which is formed at surface material 12 before sealing,
is shown in PIG.5(b).
[0043] As shown in FIG. 5(a), at the bottom of headrest
11, outer plate 21b of seal 17 sealing opening 15 (see
FIG.5(b)) is viewed from the outside. Injection hole 25 is
formed at the center of outer plate 21b, and an injection
nozzle (not shown) for the foaming material is inserted
into injection hole 25. After injecting the foaming material
into the surface material 12, a foamed body (not shown)
is formed by foaming. At both ends of outer plate 21b,
the leg parts 13a of headrest stay 13 are projected from
insertion holes 23a and 23b (see FIG.3(b)).
[0044] As shown in FIG.5(b), opening 15 is formed at
the bottom of surface material 12. Also, circular insertion
openings 15a and 15b are formed at both ends of opening
15, and circular injection opening 17c is formed at the
center of opening 15. Openings 15a and 15b correspond
to insertion parts 31a and 31b, and opening 17c corre-
sponds to injection part 33 of seal 17. Long hole opening
15d is formed between circular injection opening 17c and
circular insertion openings 15a and 15b.
[0045] Opening 15 is so formed that headrest stay 13
inserted into seal 17 and impact-absorbing member 18
can be inserted into surface material 12, and opening 15
and seal 17 are formed at a prescribed size so as to be
insertable into surface material 12.
[0046] With reference to FIG. 1 through FIG. 5, the
following describes the method of producing headrest 11
of the present invention in accordance with the fabrication
process.
[0047] The method of producing headrest 11 of this
invention comprises a step of inserting the pair of legs
13a of headrest stay 13 through insertion holes 23a and
23b of seal 17 and assembling them at a predetermined
position; a step of inserting assembled headrest stay 13
and impact-absorbing member 17 into surface material
12 from opening 15 of surface material 12; a step of in-
serting the circumferential portion of opening 15 into seal
17; a step of injecting the foaming material which forms
foamed body 19 into surface material 12 from injection
hole 25 provided at seal 17 and foaming it; and a step of
forming foamed body 19 by curing the foaming material
injected into surface material 12.
[0048] As shown in FIG. 2, the pair of legs 13a of head-
rest stay 13 is inserted through insertion holes 23a and
23b (see FIG.3). Insertion holes 23a and 23b are formed
at both ends of seal 17 where impact-absorbing member
18 is connected. Headrest stay 13 is adjusted at the pre-
determined position so that the upper end of back surface
18b of impact-absorbing member 18 comes into contact
with connecting part 13b of headrest stay 13. Seal 17,
impact-absorbing member 18 and headrest stay 13 are
integrally assembled. The parts are assembled at the
predetermined positions so that an impact force applied
to impact-absorbing member 18 is dispersed to leg parts
13a and connecting part 13b of headrest stay 13.
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[0049] Headrest stay 13 inserted into seal 17 and im-
pact-absorbing member 18 are inserted into surface ma-
terial 12 from opening 15 shown in FIG. 5(b). Because
headrest stay 13 and impact-absorbing member 18 are
integrally assembled via seal 17 before being inserted,
assembling them together inside surface material 12 is
unnecessary.
[0050] After headrest stay 13 and impact-absorbing
member 18 are inserted into surface material 12, the cir-
cumferential portion of opening 15 of surface material 12
is inserted into seal 17. The circumferential portion of
opening 15 shown in FIG.5(b) is inserted through gap 20
between inner plate 21a and outer plate 21b (see
FIG.3(c)). Because the length T of gap 20 between inner
plate 21a and outer plate 21b is set to be nearly the same
as the thickness of surface material 12 or to be slightly
less, the circumferential portion of opening 15 of surface
material 12 is inserted through gap 20 without any gaps.
Therefore, leakage of the injected foaming material can
be prevented.
[0051] After the insertion of the circumferential portion
of opening 15 of surface material 12 through gap 20 of
seal 17, the foaming material is injected by inserting the
injection nozzle (not shown) through injection hole 25,
which is provided at seal 17. Then, the foaming material
is foamed inside surface material. 12.
[0052] The foaming material injected into surface ma-
terial 12 forms foamed body 19 by foaming and curing,
and the outer contour of headrest 11 is formed.
[0053] As shown in FIG.3 and FIG.4, injected foaming
material flows into gap 20 through window part 37 formed
in inner plate 21a of seal 17. The foaming material im-
pregnates and permeates into the sponge-like backing
material of surface material 12 of the circumferential por-
tion of opening 15, which is inserted through gap 20.
Then, by the subsequent curing reaction of the foaming
material, surface material 12 of the circumferential por-
tion of opening 15 is firmly connected to seal 17. There-
fore, opening 15 never opens and foamed body 19 never
leaks out.
[0054] Thus, in the headrest of this embodiment, head-
rest stay 13 is inserted into seal 17, and impact-absorbing
member 18 is connected to seal 17. In this state, those
parts can be inserted into surface material 12 through
opening 15. Assembling them inside surface material 12
is unnecessary, and the manufacturing process can thus
be facilitated and simplified. Furthermore, because head-
rest stay 13 is inserted through opening 15, and the cir-
cumferential portion of opening 15 is inserted through
gap 20 of seal 17, leakage of the foaming material from
opening 15 can be prevented at the time of injecting it.
[0055] Also, because the circumferential portion of
opening 15 of surface material 12 is inserted through gap
20 of seal 17, the tensile force does not work on the cir-
cumferential portion of opening 15 when the injected
foaming material expands and fills surface material 12.
Therefore, wrinkles are not generated on surface mate-
rial 12, and the foamed body is formed without impairing

the appearance of headrest 11.
[0056] In addition, as shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, one
end part, namely, the lower end part of impact-absorbing
member 18, is connected to seal 17 by connecting ribs
27 (27a, 27b). The other end part, namely, the upper end
part of back surface 18b, is in contact with connecting
part 13b of the headrest 13. Therefore, the backward
impact load at the time of a rear collision is dispersed to
leg parts 13a, which are inserted into seal 17, and con-
necting part 13b. The moment load is reduced, so the
amount of deformation of the headrest frame can be re-
duced, and deformation of the cervical vertebrae of the
occupant, which can cause whiplash, can be minimized.
[0057] Impact-absorbing member 18 has rectangular
facing surface 18a for absorbing the impact to the head
and neck of the occupant. But facing surface 18a is not
limited to a plane surface; it may have a curved surface
adapted to a curve from the occiput to the neck. Thus,
the deformation of the head and neck of the occupant
can be further diminished.

(The second embodiment)

[0058] The following describes the second embodi-
ment of the present invention with reference to FIG.6 and
FIG. 7.
[0059] The difference between the first embodiment
and second embodiment is in the shape and structure of
the impact-absorbing member. The seal, the headrest
stay, the surface material and the foamed body have the
same shape and structure as in the first embodiment.
Therefore, parts with the same shape and structure as
in the first embodiment are indicated with the same
names and signs, and the description is mainly of parts
that differ from those in the first embodiment.
[0060] The following describes the second embodi-
ment of the present invention with reference to FIG.6 and
FIG.7. FIG.6(a) is a longitudinal section view of the center
of the headrest of the second embodiment. FIG.6(b) is a
side view of the headrest. As shown in FIG.6 (a) and
FIG.6(b), headrest 51 comprises surface material 12
forming the outer contour of headrest 51; an inverse-U-
shaped headrest stay 13 having a pair of leg parts 13a
(see FIG.6(c)); seal 17 sealing opening 15 (see FIG.5(b)),
positioned at the bottom of headrest 51 formed in surface
material 12; impact-absorbing member 53, the tip of one
end of which is connected to seal 17; and foamed body
19 formed in headrest 51.
[0061] Impact-absorbing member 53 is a plate-like
member opposed to the occupant of the seat (not shown).
Also, impact-absorbing member 53 comprises facing
surface 53a and back surface 53b. Facing surface 53a
is a curved surface adapted to the outer curve of the head
and neck of the occupant. Back surface 53b is a curved
surface on the opposite side of facing surface 53a. The
lower end of back surface 53b is connected to seal 17.
A pair of claw parts 55 is provided at the upper side of
back surface 53b. The claw parts 55 are engaged with
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connecting part 13b of headrest stay 13.
[0062] As mentioned above, facing surface 53a is a
curved surface adapted to the outer curve of the head
and neck of the occupant. The upper part is recessed
toward the rear, and the lower part bulges toward the
front, which is the occupant’s side (see FIG. 6(a), FIG.
6(b) and FIG. 7). The impact to the head and neck of the
occupant can be absorbed by the whole facing surface.
[0063] As shown in FIG. 6(c), back surface 53b, which
is the opposite side of facing surface 53a, has the same
curve as facing surface 53a. The side frame parts of the
plate-like members 57a and 57b are formed at the right
and left ends. Side frame parts 57a and 57b elongate
toward the rear. Also, the lower parts of side frame parts
57a and 57b are in contact with leg parts 13a of headrest
stay 13, and leg part 13a is inserted into seal 17.
[0064] A pair of claw parts 55 is provided at the upper
side of back face 53b. Each claw is comprised of an L-
shaped member whose upper side is open, and each
claw is formed integrally as a part of impact-absorbing
member 53. The open structure of the upper part of each
claw part 55 means that, when headrest stay 13 is in-
serted into seal 17, it is easy to engage claw parts 55
with connecting part 13b of headrest stay 13. And also,
it becomes possible to make accurate alignment with
headrest stay 13.
[0065] A plurality of primary vertical reinforcing ribs 59a
and a plurality of secondary vertical reinforcing ribs 59b
are provided at the back face 53b for reinforcing the seal.
The ribs are partition plates, and they are provided in the
vertical direction.
Secondary ribs 59b are larger than primary ribs 59a. Fur-
thermore, horizontal reinforcing ribs 61 are provided, and
they are horizontal partition plates. They are provided so
as to cross reinforcing ribs 59a and 59b.
[0066] The following describes the method of produc-
ing the headrest of the second embodiment, focusing on
the parts that are different from those in the first embod-
iment.
[0067] The method of producing headrest 51 of the
present invention comprises a step of inserting the pair
of legs 13a of headrest stay 13 through insertion holes
23a and 23b provided in seal 17; a step of engaging claw
parts 55 of impact-absorbing member 53 with connecting
part 13b of headrest stay 13; a step of assembling impact-
absorbing member 53, seal 17 and headrest stay 13; a
step of inserting headrest stay 13 and impact-absorbing
member 53 into surface material 12 from opening 15 of
surface material 12; a step of inserting the circumferential
portion of opening 15 into seal 17; a step of injecting the
foaming material which forms foamed body 19 into sur-
face material 12 from injection hole 25 provided at seal
17 and foaming it; and a step of forming foamed body 19
by curing the foaming material injected in surface mate-
rial 12.
[0068] Headrest stay 13 inserted in seal 17 and impact-
absorbing member 53 are inserted into surface material
12 through opening 15 shown in FIG. 5(b). Because

headrest stay 13 and impact-absorbing member 53 are
integrally assembled via seal 17 before being inserted,
assembling them in surface material 12 is unnecessary.
These points are the same as in the first embodiment. In
this case, because facing surface 53a is a curved surface,
impact-absorbing member 53 has a thickness larger than
that of impact-absorbing member 18 of the first embod-
iment. Opening 15 and seal 17 are formed at a prescribed
size so as to be insertable into surface material 12.
[0069] The step of inserting the circumferential portion
of opening 15 of surface material 12 into the gap of seal
17, the step of injecting the foaming material into surface
material 12 from injection hole 25 of seal 17 and foaming
it, and the step of forming foamed body 19 by curing the
foaming material injected into surface material 12 are the
same as in the first embodiment.
[0070] Also, injected foaming material flows into gap
20 through window part 37, and the foaming material
impregnates and permeates into the sponge-like backing
material of surface material 12 of the circumferential por-
tion of opening 15, which is inserted into gap 20. Then,
by the subsequent curing reaction of the foaming mate-
rial, surface material 12 of the circumferential portion of
opening 15 is firmly connected to seal 17. These points
are the same as in the first embodiment.
[0071] In this embodiment, because facing surface 53a
of impact-absorbing member 53 is a curved surface
adapted to the outer curve of the head and neck of the
occupant, an impact to the head and neck can be ab-
sorbed thoroughly by facing surface 53a. Also, by pro-
viding reinforcing ribs 59 at back surface 53b of impact-
absorbing member 53 enhances the strength of impact-
absorbing member 53.
[0072] Furthermore, because impact-absorbing mem-
ber 53 is easily engaged with headrest stay 13 via claw
parts 55 provided at the back of impact-absorbing mem-
ber 53, the assembly is easy. In addition, impact-absorb-
ing member 53 is engaged with headrest stay 13 via claw
parts 55. Impact-absorbing member 53 and headrest
stay 13 come into contact with side frame parts 57a and
57b. Leg parts 13a of headrest stay 13 is inserted into
seal 17 connected to impact-absorbing member 53. Be-
cause of these structures, when an impact is applied to
impact-absorbing member 53 from the head and neck of
the occupant, the impact is dispersed and the moment
load is reduced. Consequently, the amount of deforma-
tion of the headrest frame can be reduced, and the de-
formation of the cervical vertebrae of the occupant, which
can cause whiplash, can be minimized.

References Numerals

[0073]

11 headrest
12 surface material
13 headrest stay
13a pair of legs of headrest stay
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13b connecting part of headrest stay
15 opening
17 seal
18 impact-absorbing member
19 foamed body
20 gap
21a inner plate
21b outer plate
23a, 23b insertion hole
25 injection hole
51 headrest
53 impact-absorbing member
55 claw part

Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a headrest for a vehicle
seat having a surface material forming an outer con-
tour, a headrest stay inserted into said headrest, a
seal sealing an opening formed at the bottom of the
surface material of said headrest, a plate-like impact-
absorbing member one end of which is connected
to said seal and provided in the headrest, and a
foamed body formed in said headrest and compris-
ing the following steps:

inserting a pair of legs of said headrest stay
through an insertion hole provided at said seal
and assembling them at a predetermined posi-
tion;
inserting the assembled said headrest stay and
said impact-absorbing member into said surface
material through the opening of said surface ma-
terial;
inserting a circumferential portion of said open-
ing into said seal;
injecting a foaming material forming said
foamed body into said surface material through
an injection hole provided at said seal and foam-
ing it; and
forming the foamed body by curing the foaming
material injected in said surface material; where-
by
the circumferential portion of the opening of said
surface material inserted into said seal is mount-
ed at said seal and said opening is sealed when
said foaming material impregnates and cures at
a circumferential portion of the opening of said
surface material.

2. A method of claim 1 wherein said impact-absorbing
member comprises a facing surface facing the head
of an occupant sitting in said vehicle seat and a back
surface which is the opposite side of the facing sur-
face, and one end of said back surface is connected
to said seal.

3. A method of claim 2 wherein the back surface of one
end of said impact-absorbing member comes into
contact with said headrest stay.

4. A method of claim 2 wherein said facing surface is
formed in a curved shape adapted to a shape of the
head and neck of the occupant.

5. A method of claim 2 wherein a claw part engaged
with said headrest stay is provided at one end of said
impact-absorbing member, and said headrest stay
is engaged with said claw part by the insertion of a
pair of leg parts through an insertion hole provided
in said seal.

6. A method of any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein said
impact-absorbing member has a part coming into
contact with a pair of legs of said headrest stay.

7. A method of claim 1 wherein said seal comprises a
pair of plate members joined together with a pre-
scribed gap around them, an insertion part having
said insertion hole provided in the pair of plate mem-
bers, and an injection part having said injection hole;
and wherein a window part communicating with said
gap is formed in one plate member of said pair of
plate members, and a circumferential portion of the
opening of said surface material is inserted into said
gap.

8. A headrest for a vehicle seat comprising:

a surface material forming an outer contour;
a headrest stay inserted into said headrest;
a seal sealing an opening formed at the bottom
of the surface material of said headrest;
a plate-like impact-absorbing member one end
of which is connected to said seal and which is
provided in the headrest; and
a foamed body formed in said headrest; and
wherein
a circumferential portion of the opening of said
surface material inserted in said seal is mounted
at said seal and said opening is sealed when
the foaming material forming said foamed body
impregnates and cures at the circumferential
portion of the opening of said surface material.

9. A headrest of claim 8 wherein said impact-absorbing
member comprises a facing surface facing the head
of the occupant of said vehicle seat and a back sur-
face which is the opposite side of the facing surface,
and one end of said back surface is connected to
said seal.

10. A headrest of claim 8 wherein the back surface of
one end of said impact-absorbing member comes
into contact with said headrest stay.
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11. A headrest of claim 8 wherein said facing surface is
formed in a curved shape adapted to the shape of
the head and neck of the occupant.

12. A headrest of claim 8 wherein a claw part engaged
with said headrest stay is provided at one end of said
impact-absorbing member, and said headrest stay
is engaged with said claw part by the insertion of a
pair of legs in the insertion hole provided in said seal.

13. A headrest of any one of claims 8 to 12 wherein said
impact-absorbing member has a part coming into
contact with the pair of legs of said headrest stay.

14. A headrest of claim 8 wherein said seal comprises
a pair of plate members joined together with a pre-
scribed gap around them, an insertion part having
said insertion hole provided in the pair of plate mem-
bers, and an injection part having said injection hole,
and wherein a window part communicating with said
gap is formed in one plate member of said pair of
plate members, and a circumferential portion of the
opening of said surface material is inserted into said
gap.
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